"Last year, the ENGR (Engineering Technology) 210 class was working on building a wind turbine," Voldness said. "I felt that this was something that I could build given the right amount of time and guidance."

Voldness added he became even more interested in wind turbines after spending some time researching on other homemade wind turbines. He said the idea behind this project is to have students design a wind turbine that he could build given the right amount of time and guidance. Voldness hopes to submit a patent on the wind turbine he is working on. See TURBINE Page 4

Betttering the wind turbine

By Elke Fowler

"Hoping to initiate change. University sophomore campaigns for City Council"

By John Buckingham

"University sophomore helps in change world, community of Bowling Green. Sophomore with a taste for political science and minor in philosophy, Bulletin board from Galbraith, Ohio, a small town near Columbus, and hopes to foster a lasting impression on Bowling Green Senate.

"People will continue to monitor the outcome of this year's election if they're planning to vote. It is ever so important that students get involved in political campaigns," said a student. "It's important to realize that you are what's going to make a lasting impression on the political campaign."

By Jacob Redfern

"Breaking Ground
University to host "ground-breaking" celebration for long-awaited Wolfe Center for the Arts

By Kelsey Cizek

"EARTHAGE"

A car is towed away after an accident yesterday afternoon in Lot 7 outside of the Offenhauer Towers Furl. SEEING THE SIGN. AND RUNNING INTO IT, TOO

"Infomation, orange bikes abound at University Eco-Fair"

By Rocky Turner

"The Earth Day Eco-Fair brought many outdoor activities to the University including dog walking, gardening and bike riding among environmental fairs. Junior Adam Leena and senior Jon Wallace said the fair, taking place on the campus, was a great place to get involved, get to know more about environmental issues. They said many college students are becoming more involved in a given cause.

"I think everyone has a huge drive towards being more green", she said. "It's a big movement right now."

"Volunteer options also becoming more popular. Strawberries "Friends of the Earth" is a volunteer through the Library, Community at Keith with Weinstein's Local Preservation. He said the fair included a lot of information and opportunities for students to get involved and learn more about environmental issues.

By Rebecca Howie

"Filling Green wind could soon be in high demand since a state law has put a 600 foot limit on turbines across the county."

Freshman Environment and Natural Resources major Charles Couding and senior Biology major Volness, creators of the mini wind turbine, have put approximately 200 hours into the project. Currently, they are planning on the utility and cost of the power. The project was started at the end of last semester, when Volness, a McNair scholar-ship recipient, decided he wanted to continue the work on the generator as his McNair project.

"We had the facility on campus so we can work on it at any time," Couding said. "We are working on the utility of the turbine.
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Out of the cash register at Gas South Main Street sometime over the weekend, a $10 bill was received at Wendy's on TUESDAY, APRIL 21. The police report noted that the suspect was last seen walking away from the store.

Damage, possession of marijuana

Stormbringer, 28, of Bowling Green, and Marcus Anthony, 18, of Moreland Hills, were also arrested. Both are students at Bowling Green State University. Stormbringer was also found to have a wooden dugout in his possession that contained 2.4 grams of marijuana in it.

The facility is expected to be completed by fall 2011, and the center is scheduled to open early fall. The project is expected to cost $6.2 million, with funding from the state and private donors.

The facility will be located between the Moore Musical Arts Building and Fine Arts Center, creating an artistic hub on the Southeast end of campus and it will become the new home of thedepartment of arts at Bowling Green State University.

The facility will help the College of Arts and Sciences improve its departments, said Morgan, director of arts.

"The White Center for the Arts is our chance to have an international spotlight on the arts and creativity and emphasize the importance of arts and culture to the student development," she said.

"Impresses with style."

Michael Culp, The Blade

A supremely talented young cast. Electrifying performances!

Dana Dorey, THE NEWS-SENTINEL

"A totally faithful adaptation of Bret Easton Ellis' novel. Delivers guilty pleasures aplenty."

Mary Tremont, THE NEWS-SENTINEL

Click here to view our full line of apartments starting at $435.00 per month.

**KICK BACK OR GET AHEAD?**

**SUMMER SCHOOL AT CSU.**

DOWNTOWN EAST WEST/ONE LINE

A CSU summer class takes just a few hours a week, and I have home credits that count. Let summer go by your hand.
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Menstrual Monday redefines femininity, period

**By Theresa Scott**

Twenty-five years ago a group of women decided to take back their periods and created "Menstrual Monday" - when women refuse to think the way people think about their periods and turn something regularly into a positive experience. The holiday has been celebrated throughout the country for the first Monday of May since.

Yesterday the Women's Center celebrated Menstrual Monday a few weeks early with their program "Practicing: A Menstrual Monday: Periods & Celebrations." 103 members were in attendance, as were many of the attendees at the program, who celebrated menstruation.

Grace Mbungu, graduate student in Women's Studies, said the event was especially important because all women are connected through their periods. "External differences through this process we would not be born," Mbungu said.

The guests at the event were invited to not eat and make "tampon corsages" and roomed to share the story of their first period. In some cultures women's first periods are met with celebration. Mary Kruger, director of the Women's Center, said Kruger and her first period was not met with such excitement.

"It was kind of just like, 'OK, now I guess I'll get you a pad," Kruger said.

Julie Haught, a professor in Women's Studies and English, said he remembers being her mother's period when he was a young child. "I remember I was on my first period and my mother was up on the phone laughing and talking and I thought 'Wow can you be happy at a moment like that?' It's just weird. It was very melodramatic."

In honor of Earth Day, Kadchi Balit also presented environmentally friendly alternatives to traditional pads and tampons. "Pads and tampons are actuallyברו and we are supposed to put them in very sensitive places," Balit said.

"There are alternatives which are much better for you and the environment."

Balit presented many options including the "Flow Cup" a silicone menstrual cup which collects the blood from menstruation and can be washed and reused.

"I love this product," Balit said. "It's a little gross at first but that is just because people think your period is gross, which we are trying to get away from."

---

**WEST COAST BEERS VISIT BOWLING GREEN**

- **Savings**
  - Mon. - M, 8:00am - 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am - 4:00pm
  - **Brakes** * Exhaust • General Maintenance
  - **U-HAUL**
  - 1087 S. Main Street
  - www.turryco.com
  - 419.352.9900

---

**World Persussion Night**

8 p.m.

Moore Musical Arts Center

---

**Get a Life**

- **Special**
  - $10 OFF
  - **PERFORMED OVER $75**

---

**COMMONS TRUCKLOAD SPECIAL**

April 27th - May 3rd @ Commons Marketplace

- Mon - Fri 9am - 9pm
- Sat, Sun 11am - 9pm

Cases of Various Beverages and Groceries Items
TAXING SODA COULD HELP REDUCE CONSUMPTION OF UNHEALTHY DRINKS

By Zemir Varner

As a tax for the future by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors, there is a proposal to tax soda and other sugary drinks in order to help reduce consumption of unhealthy drinks. The tax, if approved, would consist of a 2-cents-per-ounce tax on sugary drinks, with proceeds going towards public health programs and initiatives.

This proposal aims to address the growing problem of obesity and related health issues caused by excessive consumption of sugary drinks. Proponents argue that such a tax could encourage healthier choices and reduce the prevalence of obesity, which is a significant public health concern.

However, critics argue that this tax would disproportionately affect low-income individuals who rely on such drinks for a large portion of their caloric intake. They also express concerns about the potential impact on small businesses and the overall economy.

Despite these concerns, many health advocates believe that a tax on sugary drinks is a necessary step to promote healthier lifestyles and reduce the burden of chronic diseases.
Four brothers beaten and stabbed in apartment

By Tony Kanas
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Authorities in Mexico have arrested a man in the slayings of four Mexican-American men whose bodies were found in a Cleveland apartment.

The maintenance worker passed the entrance exam and was offered a job before a new firefighting academy started last week.

The city was obligated by law to offer them jobs before a new academy started last week.

The city laid off workers and dropped dramatically. It laid off 40 firefighters, sleeping on mattresses on the floor while sending thousands of dollars to relatives in Mexico, officials have said.

By Mark Punct
The Cleveland Plain Dealer

By Terry Kinnty

By Stephen Major
The Associated Press
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Coach's know best

By Chris Soja

Shay shines, comes a single short shot of by Soja

**PITCHER'S HEALTH**
**PART TWO OF TWO | CONDITIONING**

FACTORs have spent off-season and regular season training hard

By Andrew Harmon

Falcons hold final spring practice of '09

The offensive routine
- Stretching
- Calisthenics
- Bullpen sessions
- Timing
- Conditioning
- Agility

Pitch counts
- First two games: 60-70
- Spring break trip: 80-90
- Average 115
- Max 150

COACHING ROUTINE: Brown Smith's view of new BG pitchers who go through a regimented regimen during the off-season and spring training.

**The day after**
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- Abdominal workouts
- Shoulder exercises
- Light throwing
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**Clippers rounded out the top**

Brie Gordon of the Los Angeles Nets and Russell Westbrook of about him."

games, and that’s what I respect mean, he’s all about one thing and so many things going on. I

care, but I did. You really do
to get this award," Rose said. "I
good point guards, Derrick Rose

**James, Cleveland comfortable with 2-0 series lead**

By Larry Lage

DETROIT — The Cleveland Cavaliers and Terrance Williams had nothing to lose in Saturday night’s game.

"The last time he surrendered a no-hitter," said Mitchell's "You can't really expect some-
delivered with the same
-60.6 pitches per game. Next

"We'll just have to see if he gets
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**Prep airing at six straight no-hitters**
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Organization warns of worldwide global depression

By Jeannine Araujo

WASHINGTON — The global economy is expected to expand in the first three months of 2009 with spurring consumption and a drop in oil prices, but millions of dollars in lost business, millions of people thrown into poverty and little relief for the people, experts said.

And the pain won’t stop this year, the International Monetary Fund declared yesterday, emphasizing that it was "by far the deepest, global recession since the Great Depression." To cushion the hit, the IMF called for more stimulus packages from the economic governments, including major spending for public projects.

Without the help of countries including the United States — such as an additional or increased government-providing — declines in the global economy would be even worse, Blanchard said: "We would be in the middle of some pretty close depression." Even the projected GDP drop could be from 10 to 15 percent more around the world, others estimate.

"We were people to see the changes, we’ve made," he said.

Happy Wednesday everyone! The economy today brought together many like-minded people interested in the environment, fair trade and community. Very exciting for the future, and I’m excited to share with you more about what our environment means to people.

EARTH

BUSINESS

ATHENS — The global economy is expected to expand in the first three months of 2009 with spurring consumption and a drop in oil prices, but millions of dollars in lost business, millions of people thrown into poverty and little relief for the people, experts said.

And the pain won’t stop this year, the International Monetary Fund declared yesterday, emphasizing that it was "by far the deepest, global recession since the Great Depression." To cushion the hit, the IMF called for more stimulus packages from the economic governments, including major spending for public projects.

Without the help of countries including the United States — such as an additional or increased government-providing — declines in the global economy would be even worse, Blanchard said: "We would be in the middle of some pretty close depression." Even the projected GDP drop could be from 10 to 15 percent more around the world, others estimate.

"We were people to see the changes, we’ve made," he said.

Happy Wednesday everyone! The economy today brought together many like-minded people interested in the environment, fair trade and community. Very exciting for the future, and I’m excited to share with you more about what our environment means to people.
Hamas leader tries to speak to British Parliament

By David Sterngerb

The Associated Press

LONDON — An attempt by the leadership of the militant Hamas group Friday to make an unprecedented video link to address British lawmakers failed following a technical glitch.

Mahmood Abouelsaad, who is living in exile in Syria, had hoped to address a group of parliamentarians from the Islamists' newly formed Group of the Progressive Alliance for Socialism and Democracy in the Middle East.

But from Syria, the group's tapes showed the link would help persuade the U.S. and European governments to revoke their policy toward Hamas.

Cuba is one country where Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan have the privilege to address America in the future in the same way. About 25 members of the US Congress, 45 US senators, and the entire US Congress, said the US leader had no right to support even small concessions.

Hamas leader tried to make light of the situation. He said it was a technical glitch, and that he would make the same statement before the US Congress.

Hamas is a terrorist organization that is considered a terrorist group by the US government. It is accused of launching rockets and suicide bombings against Israeli civilians.

The US government considers Hamas a terrorist organization and refuses to deal with it. However, some European governments, including the UK, have opened contacts with Hamas in an attempt to persuade the West to talk to Hamas.

By Will Weisert

The Associated Press

Havana — Raul Castro seems ready to discuss improving relations with Washington. Brother Fidel comes out in support of talks with Cuba, even though his government is accused of jailing dissidents, including human rights activists.

Havana, Cuba — Cuba's first lady, Nompumelelo Ntuli, who he wed last year, spent on social needs like food, but Nompumelelo Ntuli, 34, who has the privilege to address America in the future in the same way.
WASHINGTON — More than $18 million in stimulus money will be used to fix national park roads, National Park Service officials announced yesterday.

Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said 26 percent of the nation's 145 million visitor trips are made by car, and that cars need to use national park roads. The stimulus money will be used to fix roads in the National Mall, Columbia War Memorial, Jefferson Memorial sea wall and repairs to national parks nation wide.

"The stimulus money will be used to fix the National Mall, even though it is free," Salazar said.

Salazar said the stimulus money could not be used for new roads, but for existing roads. The stimulus money also will be used to repair a Jefferson Memorial sea wall and $1.2 million to ensure the District of Columbia War Memorial.

"We need a policy to fix and repair national park national roads throughout the nation," Salazar said.

WASHINGTON — Stimulus money to be used in national parks, including the National Mall, even though it is free. (The Washington Post)
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Pres. Obama visits Iowa
plant, stresses energy plan

By Mike Glenn

NEWTON, Iowa — Marking Earth Day with a pitch for his energy plan, President Barack Obama yesterday called for a "true era of energy exploitation in America" and argued that his proposal would help the economy and the environment at the same time.

The president said the nation needs a "true era of energy exploitation in America. This is a choice between prosperity and poverty." He added, "If we don't do this, we will be as a nation condemned to a lifetime of foreign oil dependency."

The president's proposal of a $40 billion plan to boost the nation's energy infrastructure and create millions of jobs would be a "shared national effort" to "break America's addiction to foreign oil." He said the plan would create 500,000 jobs at a cost of $80 billion over a 10-year period.

"We have made it very clear that we want to break America's addiction to foreign oil. That's going to take a shared national effort. We want to lead the world on energy technology. We want to create millions of jobs in the process," Obama said.

Obama said his energy proposal was "not just about clean energy and the environment, it's also about our economy." He said the plan would create jobs and help the nation become more competitive in the global economy.
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Eco-Fair sparks protests, education

TOP LEFT: A large group of students hold their signs for the protest against the coal plant building. TOP RIGHT: Nicole Trautman (right) explains to her sister Amanda (left) the benefits of becoming an Environmental Science major at the Eco-Fair yesterday. MIDDLE RIGHT: Students march from the Union Oval to the court house to protest the building of coal plant in Bowling Green. BOTTOM LEFT: Large groups of students lay at the Union Oval with signs about Earth Day before the protest. BOTTOM CENTER: Robert Brundige (left) explains to a visitor about the plans to improve urban and Lake Erie ecology. BOTTOM RIGHT: Brett Horner says hello to the co-coal polar bears yesterday at the Earth Day protest.
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